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Abstract

Formation of jfi byperfragmeut from K" absorption at rest on light nuclear

targets was studied by measuring monochromatic *~ ban. the two-body decay, \B

-* 4He + *-. The ibnnaUon probabiUtics of \H from TLi, *0e, "C, and "O targeU

were extracted to l« (3.3±0.4)xlO-», (l.OTiO.lSJxlO"1, (1.00±0.14)xlO-*, and

(0.47±0.08)xlO"J per stoppeil K", r«i>cctivcly. Possible mechanism* for such an

abundant production of JK arc discussed.
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Various A hypernudei are produced as hyperfragmenU from K~ absorption at

rest, as was known since the lOCO's from emulsion experiments. * In those experi-

ments, A hyperuuclei were identified through the vealc decay, and the binding en-

ergies of A were determined. However, the formation mechanism of iiyperfragments

wan rarely studied, partly because the unique identification of the target nucleus

responsible for each fragment was impowible in the emulsion experiments. Using

a magnetic spectrometer we have detected Jr~ from the weak decay o* hyperfrag-

ments produced from K~ absorption at rest on several target nuclei, and measured

the formation probabilities of the hyperfraginents from each target nucleus for the

first time. In this letter, we present the formation probability of JH from each of

'Li, 'Be, " C , " 0 and "Ca targets and discuss the formation mechanism.

Since the 1970's A and S hypernudei have been studied by use of direct re-

actions, mainly by the in-flight (K~,~) reaction, 2 and by the (stopped K~,sr) 3

and ( T , K + ) reactions. 4 Recently, we performed a series of experiments to mea-

sure (stopped K~,7r~) spectra with several light nuclear targets. The measured

pion momentum range is wide enough (110~300 MeV/c) to cover the region* both

for E hypernuclear formation (160~190 MeV/c) and for A bypernuclear formation

(250~280 MeV/c). Moreover, *~ from mesonic decays of A hypernuclei, of which

the momentum is around 100 MeV/c, can partly be measured in our experiments.

In fact, the obtained *~ spectra exhibited a monochromatic peak at 133 MeV/c,

which is a unique signature for the two-body mesonic decay of JH; JH -» 4He + *".

The measured peak intensity yields the formation probability of the JH hyperfrag-

ment per stopped K~ for each of the target nuclei. Preliminary results were already

reported in Ret. 5.

The experiment was performed at the KEK 12 GcV Proton Synchrotron. The

experimental setup is similar to the previous one. 3 A detailed description of the
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setup is found in Ref. 5 and Ret 6. Negative kaons (650 MeV/c) from the K3

beam line were degraded and stopped in the target, and the momenta of emitted

pionf were measured with a magnetic spectrometer. The characteristic features

of this spectrometer are: (1) a large acceptance (~100 nur), (2) a high momen-

tum resolution (Ap = 2.4 MeV/c FWHM, effect of the energy Jos* in the target i»

not included), and (3) a wide momentum range from 110 MeV/c to 300 MeV/c.

After the correction of the x~ momentum for energy loss in the target, the momen-

tum resolution was 2.3~3.3 MeV/c FWHM (depending on the target material) at

205 MeV/c. Plastic scintillator ((CH).) was used for the "C target, and water for

the MO target.

Fig. 1 shows the measured (stopped K~,x~) spectrum on "C target. The gross

structure of the spectrum is well accounted for by productions and decays of hy-

perons. *•* Two peaks observed at 2G1 MeV/c and 273 MeV/c are assigned to

the (p3/2);'(p)A and (p3/2);1(*l/2)A states of jfC, respectively, which are formed

directly in the (K~,»~) reaction.

We observed another peak at 132.C±0.2 MeV/c with strength larger than the two

i'C peaks mentioned above. Since the r~ from the free A decay lias a momentum

of 100 MeV/c, it is likely that the peak stems from a two-body *~-mesonic decay

of a A hyperuuclcus produced from stopped K~. We calculated the x~ momenta

from the two-body T~-niesonic decays of various A hypernuclci (hyperfragments)

which may be produced from stopped K~ on "C, using the binding energies of the

hypernuclei as measured in emulsion experiments. 7 The position of the observed

peak agrees well with the value expected from the two-body )r" uiesonic decay of

JH, 132.9 MeV/c. This momentum is the highest among the momenta of two-

body T~-mesonic decays of hyperfragments identified in the emulsion experiments,

because of the high Q-vnlue reflecting the large binding energy of 4He. No other
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hypernucleus i» kuowu that pnxluccs such a *~ decay peck near this momentum.

Therefore, the observed peak is assigued to the *~ from the two-body mesonic decay

\H - . 4He + K~.

Fig. 2 shows the relevant momentum legion of all measured (stopped K~,x")

spectra on 7Li, "Be, "C, "'O, mid 'wCa targets. The peak at 133 MeV/c from the

two-body ir'-mesonic decay of JH is observed in the spectra on the TLi, 'Be, "C

and U O targets. The peak positions in these spectra agree well with the value of

132.9 MeV/c. No peak is seen in the case of the "Ca target.

The formation probability of JH was obtained from the peak intensity divided

by the branching ratio of ^H -»''He + x" <lccny. The branching ratio BR^He *")

was derived a s :

using the following relations for the uou-mesuuie, »--mesouic, and **-mesonic decay

rates of JH (denoted as r(u.tn.), T(x~), and r(x°), respectively):

r(n.m.)/r(*") = 0-26 ± 0.13 (Block et «!.•),

r(*< >) /r(ir-)»0.16 (calculated by Dnlitz • ) , and

r(<He w-)/r(T") = 0.C9 ±0 .02 (Bcrtnind et al.">).

It is known that a noii-uegligible p u t of JH produced from stopped K" in

emulsion decays in flight " , which results in a tnil component added to the *~

peak of the two-body mesoiiic decay. The monicntuin distribution of JH from light

target nuclei (C, N, and 0 ) was measured in an emulsion experiment. " Assuming

that this measured momentum distribution can be applied to all the target nuclei,

we made a Monte Carlo simulation to calculate the w~ peak shape with the tail

component, which was then employed hi the peak-fitting of the data.
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Table 1 lists the formation probabilities of JH derived by this method, giving

both values with and without the in-flight decay correction mentioned above. The

errors include an ambiguity in the total number of stopped K~. Only an upper

limit for the jfi formation probability is given for the MCa target

The JH formation probability reveals a clear dependence on the target mass

number as shown in Fig. 3. Empirically, it is roughly proportional to A"' for A =

7~16, where A stands for the mass number. It is also remarkable that the formation

probability of JH per stopped K~ is much larger than those of discrete states of

" C formed via the direct ( K ~ , T ~ ) reaction. From the " C spectrum (Fig. 1), the

formation probabilities of Jj'C for the ( P 3 / 2 ) ; ' ( P ) A and (p3/2); '(j l /2)A states were

derived to be (2.3±0.3)xl<rJ and (0.9S±0.12)xl0"3 per stopped K", respectively,

while the formation probability of JH is (X0.0±1.4)xl0~3, being more than 4 times

as large as the direct formation probabilities of these hypernudear states.

In the following we will discuss the formation mechanism of JH from K~ absorp-

tion at rest. Let us first consider a model for the JH formation via a direct (K",i*)

reaction on an a-cluster in a nucleus;

K" + u4He" -. lH + *'.

This reaction is expected for some of the light nuclei such as 'Be which are well

described by the alpha-cluster model. For other nuclei, this reaction may also be

enhanced if an a-cluster exists in the surface region, since the K~ is absorbed on

the surface of the nucleus.

If JH is formed by the a-cluster absorption, the JH events should be accompa-

nied by x". We tagged the spectra by *° and by »*, using information from the

"peripheral counters", a set of Nal(Tl) and plastic scintillation counters •urrotuid-

ing the target, from the peak intensity in the x°-tagged and if*-tagged spectra

combined with the ** mid r^ detection efficiencies in the peripheral counters, we
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found that for the Li target 38±8% of the JH events were accompanied by ir* and

49±8% by T ± , and for the De target 36±7% and 34±11% were accompanied by x°

and »*, respectively. Since a fairly large amount of JH events were accompanied by

charged pions, we can conclude that the JH formation cannot be explained only by

the direct reaction on an o-clustcr aloue. It ia to be noted that the forniaticn proba-

bility of iHe from the direct 4Hc (stopped K", *") reaction is about 1~ 2 x 10"' per

stopped K~ according to a DWIA calculation by Matsuyama and Yazaki. " The

observed \ti formation probabilities on the Li and Be targets are larger than this

value by about an order of magnitude.

The observation of «°-accomp«nying events and ^-accompanying events implies

that various hyperon production processes (A»°, Air", B+»", £ ° T ° , 2"w"r 2 ! ~ T + ,

and 2"**) may be responsible for the formation of \K. The Sir processes as *«ell as

the Air processes possibly contribute to form JH, because about one half of all E's

produced from stopped K~ arc converted into A's within the sanie nucleus. "'" In

the case of a nucleon {EN ~ 30 MeV) inject-on into a nucleus, a compound nucleus

is formed with an appreciable probability, which then decays into fragments. ?n a

similar way we can imagine a picture in which the A generated by the Air process or

by the SN -» AN conversion (EA ~ 30 MeV) is trapped in the nucleus to form a "A

compound nucleus", which may decay into a hyperfragment such as JH, as suggested

and discussed by Yamazaki. " Recently a theoretical estimation was made based

on this model for the "C nud '"0 targets, " which showed that tlie observed large

formation probability of JH can roughly be explained by this description.

In order to investigate further the formation mechanism of hypeifragments, it

would be important (1) to measure the momenta of pions in the hyperon formation

stage in coincidence with pions from the liyperuuclear decay, and (2) to measure

formation probabilities of various hypcrfraguients as well as \H. In our spectra,
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however, we observed no two-body decay peaks other than JH, presumably because

the experimental setup lint Soo small sensitivity at low momenta (< 120 MeV/c)

to allow an efficient detection of pious from other hype fragments. In the low mo-

mentum region, the spectrometer efficiency steeply decrease*, and the momentum

resolution becomes rapidly worse due to the huge energy loss in the target. With a

spectrometer system fitted for the momentum legion around 100 MeV/c, one can

study the two-body *~ decay processes, which will provide a method to identify

some of light A bypernudei produced abundantly from stopped K~ through indirect

processes.
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Table 1: JH foimation probability per stopped K~ on various target nuclei. It

shows numbers with and without the correctiou for the in-flight decay of JH. The

branching ratio of JH — 4He -t x~ decay is assumed to be 0.49.

Target

7Li

•Be

"C

" 0

*Ca

;H Probability per Stopped K~

(without correctiou)

26±3 X 10-=

14.4±1.0 x 10-'

3.0±1.2 x 10- '

4.2±0.7 x JO"'

< 2.4 x 10-3

(with correctiou)

33±4 X 10-3

15.7±1.8 x 10"*

10.0±1.4 x 10"3

4.7±0.8 x 10"1

< 2.7 X 10"3
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Fifpirr Cn|itiuuA

FIG 1. (Stoi>pctl K~:x~) spectrum on "C target. Momentum dependence of

tbe acceptance ii corrected for.

FIG 2. Low momentum regions of (stopped K',*~) spectra, on ' l i , *Be, " C ,

"O and **Ca target*. Tbe vertical ncale of all tbe spectra is intensity per stopped

K~. Momentum dependence of the acceptance is corrected (or.

FIG 3. Target l u m number clqicuclcucc of tlic JH formatiou probabiliUes per

•topped K".
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